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Chapter I
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

For decades, social work educators have recognized
that much of professional practice is conducted on inter

professional teams and, beyond that, that the profession
als in the helping and healing services are necessarily
interdependent. Translating this conviction into curric
ulum for social work students has posed a number of

ideological and practical problems.

Legitimate questions

have been raised as to the appropriate point in the
social work curriculum for introduction of material re
lated to interprofessional collaboration.
It is debated

whether such content is best conveyed through courses

offered in separate professional schools, through inter
disciplinary ventures with students and faculty from a
number of professional disciplines, or through a contin

uing education approach involving more seasoned profes
sional practitioners.

Some authorities advocate all of

these modalities.

Before learning experiences can be designed,
educational objectives are required. Again the social
work educator is faced with a dilemma.

Does social work

practice in interprofessional contexts lend itself to a

generic course with a single set of objectives?

Or is

social work practice so related to particular settings
that it must be taught in specific contexts such as
health, education, corrections and a myriad of others?
This issue is an old one in social work education but
it particularly comes to the fore in a consideration
of team practice.

In any event, the competencies desired in inter
professional teamwork must be delineated in terms of

knowledge, skills, and attitudes, before decisions can

be reached about the best curricular arrangements for
attaining these objectives. It must be emphasized,
moreover, that interprofessional content is just one

of many competing concerns that the curriculum planner
juggles in designing a social work education program.
The amount of attention to the subject in social work

educational literature is really rather slight; assem
bling the comments together as is done here exaggerates
the importance of the theme to social work educators.

Professional Interdependence

Since its inception in 1965, The Journal of Educa-

"tion for Social Work had occasionally published articles
highlighting the interdependence of knowledge in different
professional spheres. In the first volume, the theme was
introduced (Duce, 196 5) that it is insufficient for each

profession to make a unique contribution to modern prob
lems, but rather that "all disciplines must be brought
together in a mutually influential way [p. 14]." In a
later issue, Lowy (1967) drew attention to the marked

similarities of skills and approaches that exist in the
professions. Pointing to the widespread existance of
interprofessional collaboration in practice, if not in
education, he urged social workers to develop skills in

communicating as team members. David (1967) developed
the same theme, insisting that in our complex society,
each practitioner can have only a partial understanding of
human problems. He urged that each professional education
system take responsibility not only for formally defining

its own functions and skills but also for defining the

nature of its interrelationships with other human services
and for conveying this insight to its students.

From the vantage of his detailed study of social work

curricula, Boehm (1968) noted a shared perspective and
ideology among human service professions such as education,
medicine, law and social work. Referring to a "necessary
interdependence of social, economic, legal and political
factors," he suggested that students should understand

the common perspectives of other helping professions and
the functional differentiation among the major helping

professions with which social work comes in contact [p. 22]."
In recognition of the interdependence of knowledge
and the close association of social work and other profes
sions, a number of conferences and symposia were held in
the fifties and sixties which assembled educators from

social work and from other professional disciplines.
Explorations were undertaken to determine the relationship
between teacher education and social work education (Beck,
1965; Johnson, 1962) and between social work and public

health (Public Health Concepts, 1962). Such deliberations
not only attempted to identify concepts from other profes
sions which might be utilized in social work education,
but also recognized the advantages of exposing social work
students to students of other fields.

At a conference

devoted to health and disability concepts in social
work education, a physician (Haggerty, 1964) urged
that medical students, nursing students, and social
work students be exposed to models of effective inter
professional teams while in student status and work
with these teams in action.

At such conferences, the point was frequently
reiterated that the students of one profession should
learn the premises and expectations of practitioners
of other cooperating disciplines. Referring to teachers
and social workers, Johnson (1962) stated that each

needed "a set of organized expectations of self-roles

and statuses and an understanding of the other person's
roles and statuses [p. 167]."

A very ambitious knowl

edge component regarding other professions was suggested
as curriculum content in medical social work (Lewis,
1951):

SpeQiatizati-on results -in the need fov teamwork.
The patient -is -in direct contact with and is

being served in some capacity by a variety of
person8--not only physicians and nurses, hut

atso laboratory technicians^ dietician, physical
therapist, occupational therapist, social worker,
etc*

In order that the comfort and recovery of

the patient be kept the focus of all activity,
each participant in the care must be able to

coordinate his services with those of the others .
. . The social worker must know something of the
structural organization, educational preparation,
responsibilitiesj common methods, and forma of
recording of each professional group [p. 13].
The above is a difficult suggestion.

To learn about

the structural organization, educational preparation,
responsibilities, common methods, and recording forms
of each of the many professional groups in the health
field is perhaps unrealistic, but the thrust of the

argument is clearly in favor of educational preparation
for team practice.

Although social work education has not fully
espoused plans for educating its students in teamwork

skills, the lag is not because the interdependence of
professions has gone unrecognized. Perhaps a more

urgent agenda of establishing and consolidating a

]<nowledge base and skill repetoire took precedence.

Part of the

necessary slcill and con^tence of each team member, according to
Horwitz (1959, p. ^+3), calls for an ability to suirmarize one's own
professional activity concisely in terms of goals, activities, and
results of those activities. Such an ability presupposes a firm
grasp of the essential social work theory and philosophy.
For many decades social work educators have been preocci5)ied with
develoj^nent of a body of theory, and have been more concerned with

points of distinctness from than similarity witti other professicos.
Kendall (1956) nvade this point well:

He have been much too occupied—and rightly so at this stage
in oia* deveZopment—'in forging our oDn distinctive educational
program at the graduate level within the loiiversity structure
to invite or welcome interdisciplinary and interprofessional
educational planning [p. Z^5].

Feeling that this developmental wrk of the profession was now largely
complete, she urged tiiat social work educators seek out activities

with other professional disciplines, especially in health and education,
so as to arrive at '"cooperative and coirposite training for all . . . in
the fields that 'teach, heal, serve, or nurture' [p. 111].*'
Teairwork Objectives in Master of Social
Work Curriculum

The 1959 Curriculum Study

The landmark, tJiirteen-voluire stucfy of social work curriculimi
undertaken in 1959 unexpectedly highli^ted the need for content de
signed to increase sJdLlls in interprofessional teamwork. The theme
recurred in the material devoted to content in the various methods and

in the fields of practice.
The would-be conmunity organization specialist (Lurie, 1959) was
expected to develop skills in collaborating with both professionals
and volunteers, and was seen as needing concepts in team developsrent
and leadership. Similarly the objectives for "the administration area

(Spencer, 1959) included the ability to work with colleagues of other
professions as part of a staff team.

In the volume devoted to educa

tion for social group work, I-iurphy (1959) indicated that respondents
and commentators had given unexpected attention to the deficiencies

of the educational system in teaching students to develop and iiaintain
collaborative relationships. This skill was deemed particularly crucial
for the group worker, and schools of social work were criticized for

"perpetuating stereotypes and lack of appreciation of other professicns vdiich interfere V7i"tii the eroup worker's perfarnBnce

[p. 1^5]."
Konopka (1959) contributed a statement on teanwork which was

appended to the volune on social group work.

Group workers, she

pointed out, work on teanis in clinical and institutional settings
and also in traditional neighborhood settings where they must
collaborate with nursery school teachers, recreationists, artists,
nurses, and, of course, social caseworkers. Even in programs such

as canning where the team concept is not hi^ly developed, Konopka
felt the future group worker should be able to establish teairwork

and identify roles for other professionals.

Logically enou^,

Konopka suggested that tl'ie group worker should be able to utilize

his knowledge of group dynamics to assist the team process and
help each team member maximize his contribution.
The volume devoted to education of social workers for the re-

l^ilitation field (Horwitz, 1959) gave extensive attention to
interprofessional teainwork, indicating that stiidents require

first-hand experience with teams in operation. The students were
expected to familiarize themselves with colleagues of other pro
fessions, including their expectations, skills and characteristic

approach to problems.

In addition, the student should leam to

coimmicate his own goals and expectations as a professional social
worker on the team. Attitudinal objectives were also stressed; the
student was expected to respect the expertise of colleagues from
other professions and to leam that ''social workers are not the

only ones conceriied with 'the whole nan' Cp. M-5]."

Calling correctional institutions "multidiscipline bureaucracies,*'
those examining the ccarpetencies needed for social work in the cor

rections field (Studt, 1959) gave hi^ priority to interprofessional
collaboration.

Decisions are made within the framework of the

values of the legal profession and then are carried out with teams

that include psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, teachers,
medical personnel and religious advisors. Since personnel in cor
rections tend to work in ways not anticipated in their basic profes
sional training and since all are products of their own professional
sociali2:ation, ccjimunication difficulties ensue and lack of clarity
about job responsibilities is coaiinon.
A number of educational objectives were proposed to meet the
need for conpetent teamwork in corrections; these objectives were

divided into ]<nowledge, skills and attitude conponents. In the
knowledge category, the social worker was expected to understand the
interrelationships of systems in the administration of criminal
justice, know the roles and functions of various perscainel in the

system, and understand the traditions, values, skills, and reference
group of the legal profession as well as other professions with whom

social workers more traditicaially collaborate.

The skill objectives

included an ability to articulate and inplement the social work role
and to communicate in "teanwork with sociologists, lawyers, police
and custodial personnel as well as representatives frcan the helping
professions [p. 44].'' Among the attitudes considered important were
an acceptance of the traditions, functions, values and educational

background of various kinds of personnel, a willingness to leam frcsn
and work with those whose contributions differ frcm the social worker,

and acceptance of the need to work with a structure as well as with
individual relationships with clients.
1969 Curriculum Statement

Kflich emphasis has been placed on the 1959 study because the
several volumes did i3B3ce a beginning of formulating objectives for
interprofessicyial teanwork. These objectives were generally cast
in the framework of a particular field or method rainier than estab
lished in a generic way for the whole profession. They therefore
entered specifically into the kinds of professionals wi"di whom the
social worker in a given field should be able to work.
Despite the inpressive list of objectives derived from the 1959
study, few examples have been found in social work literature which
describe atteir?>ts to implement them. Tne 1962 Curriculum Policy state
ment vMch emerged from the curriculum studies established the familiar
organization of subject matter into core areas and sequences. The con
cept of continuity and sequencing in learning dominated social work
education in the sixties. Perliaps this thrust accounts for the fact
that various scholars (Johnson, 1952^ Kcnopka, 1959j White, 1960)
stressed that interprofessicaial content must be cautiously and planfully introduced.

A general belief seemed to prevail "tiiat a student must first be
come confident in his own experiences before he is plunged into inter
professional practice experiences. Dana and Sheps make this point
clearly (1968):

Unless the student enters into interprofessional learning with
the security such an image and identity provide^ he is in the
unfortunate position of pooling his ignorance and confusion
with the ignorance and confusion of others in what then becomes
the collective exercise of irresponsibility Cp. 4Z].

This argument has merit and is still maintained by many educators in
different fields. (Briggs 6 Van Voorst, 1974).. Others, however,
believe that interprofessional ejqx^sure cannot begin too soon.

^ution about premature exposure to out-of-sequence ideas may

^rk
worx

interprofessional educatico for social

students in the sixties.

tiv^
(Curriculum
1969)many
is schools
less pr^scripversions,
and underPolicy,
its aegis
have
^ved ^ay from stepping-stone sequences. In keeping with the
document, specific content was left to

^ividual schools to develop along broadly indicated parameters.
objective is relevant to interprofessicnal coUabor-

atiCTi. It states that the student should:

Reao^ize arid appreciate t}ie similarities and differences

the helpvng roles of various professionals and other
personnel arid in t^ problem-solving processes associated
wvth services to individualsj groups^ organizations, and
ooTrmcmtves,

statement suggests that inteipTOfessional team-

wrk e^sts at all levels of social work practice. The obiective

"that the several schools are left to forae

out the specific operational objectives under this heading.

Chapter II
SOME EDUCATIONAL ISSUES

In planning interprofessional educaticn, philosophical and
practical issues emerge. Questions arise as to tdio should teach,

wliat content should be intr^uced, v^en in 1±ie educatioial program
should the input be introduced, and what learning experiences would
best lead to competent team practice. Can interprofessional skills
be tau^t in the classroom or are tl^ learnings more appropriate to
field instruction? It has even been suggested that eacli interpro
fessional team should undergo extensive training as a unit (Carlin
S Carlaw, 1973), and 1±iat no ^neralized education can conpensate
for a shared learning experience with the actual working team. The
extreme of this view suggests that each team is a constellation of
personalities as well as of professions, and that teamwork needs to
be releamed in each new context.

Does Teairwork Need Specific
Attention

VJhite (1960) has observed that interest in collaboration and

eagerness to work cooperatively with other professions is not a

characteristic motivation of entering professional students.

Edu

cators canfiot assume, therefore, that collaborative skills will

develop autanatically as clinic^ or other social work skills in
crease.

Deliberate efforts seem to be required to bring about the

desired results as far as ski Us and attitudes conducive to collabor
ation.

Increasingly teaching for teamwork is being carried out in
agencies (Greenberg £ Denham, 1968) since it is recognized that the
personnel of the various disciplines do not know how to work effec
tively in teams.

Social work educators and practitioners have been involved with
teaching medical personnel, particularly students and residents in
medicine and psychiatry, about the social ccaiponents of illness and
the social wor4c ccntributicn to teanwork (Reece, 1965; Tanner S
Carmichael, 1970, Fnillips, IlcCulloch, Brot^^n 6 Hambro, 1971).
Accounts of such efforts always cite ways that social work educators

have become planfully involved in educating other professions for
teamwork throu^ a demonstration of teanwork. There liave been sug
gestions that the social work profession is more interested in
teaching than in learning this skill. In a study of nursing schools

and schools of social work, Eoninan (1972) found that at least

75% of "die nursing stixients leam^ about social work directly
frcan social work lecturers or teachers, vd^ereas the reverse
was true at cnly 32% of the schools of social work.
author, a nurse, concluded with this criticism:

The

The social work faculty^ it also appears^ believed that
the casual contact in the academic world and in tlie

work experience situation would give their students
sufficient knowledge to facilitate good working rela
tionships with nurses Lp. 162^,
The problems ^countered by team practitioners of all disciplines

in working together refutes the assunption that casual contact
is sufficient.

Identification with One's
Professi^
"

Social work educators cannot approach the subject of inter
professional education in absolute terms, solutions must be

conpatible with a theory about how students leam and a philo
sophical stance vjtiich assigns priorities to the various objectives
of the social work educational programs. In two years of an liSW
program, the educator strives to instill in the student the

values, ethics, and history of the profession and to equip him
with professional skills. Althou^ an advocate of education for
interprofessional teamwork, IVhite (1960) puts the issue squarely:
All professional schools have the same curriculim problems;
namely to limit the content so that the student has suf

ficient opportunity to leam what is distinct and essential
to tlie practice for which he is preparing and, at the same
time^ to broaden his base of learning so that he perceives

what is related significantly to his practice [p. 124'\.
A problem is posed, then, in terms of contradictory goals.
David (1967) introduced another paradox of professional education,
namely, reconciling the need for professional pride and commitment
with the need to understand and respect other professional groups:

Every system of professional education must resolve, how
ever reluctantly, the question of how it is to place in

proper perspective the sense of pride, distinctiveness
and self-protection that it consciously seeks to instill
in students Cp. lO"].
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Fcr some social work educators the problem is ccaiplicated by a
view Hhat identification has a pivotal fmction in professional
education, both as a goal and as a process. Towle (1964) strongly
held that identification with the profession must be an objective;
it is essential, she stated, "that learners in a given profession
identify nore closely with their own leaders than with leaders in
related professions [p. 22lJ." For this reason, contributicns of
teachers and lecturers from other professions must be filtered
through a social work educator to determine their relevance to social
work practice.

Towle also believed tiiat material simply borroi'jed, unaltered,

frcjn other professions remained, like a foreign body, unincorporated
by the social work student.

Identification with social work instruc

tors activates the learning process.

Students will identify them

selves with their field instructors and irodel their behavior.
ing to Towle:

Accord

The part the fi-eld instructor plays in the Qolldborative team^
in terms of whether he maintains his professianal identity or
loses it3 is decisively importa>it» It is essential that the
social work educators he aware that the nature of their colla

borative relationships will be pattern-setting for the students
[p. 223].
Ihfortunately many of the role models available for social work

students are less than ideal exemplars of teami^ork. Towle's argu
ment is that a poor model of team practice is worse, for educational
purposes, than no model at all. Horvitz (1970) would disagree with
that position, however, since he contends that a student should be

prepared to work in many different team arrangements, not just the
best.

According to Horwitz:

. . . there may he much to he learned even in team practice
situations where status-jockeying presents a model of rela
tionships the student need not he encouraged to emulate
1pp. 139-140'],
Horwitz does not really address hew the lessons of the poor team will
be made manifest to the student, especially if it is his field
instructor who is demonstrating the undesirable model.
\Vhat Are the Objectives?

A recent conference on the relationship between medicine and

social work (Rehr, 1974) gave some attention to the question of edu
cational objectives in interprofessional endeavors.

Discussion
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centered around vdietiier the goal was to teach professiomls each

otiier's skills, developing a 'hybrid'" professicnal or to develop
an appreciation of each other's abilities. The preference of
those at the conference leaned towards development of "combined
understanding but separate talents Cp. 62]."

The furthest extreme of developing shared talents is the joint
degree, in v^nch one individual beccaies qualified and accredited in
more "than one profession.

There seems to be scare mDvement in the

directicn of joint degrees, yet questions may be rmsed about
whel^ier this is an economical use of training. Serious evaluation
of joint credentialing is scarce in the literature, Curran (1971),
however, did stucty the rather small group of people in the Ifriited
States and Canada vdio possess botiri a medicine and law degree. His
findings indicate that l^ese persons rarely were able to use both
educations in their work and tended to be regarded with suspicion
by both doctors and lawyers.

If the objectives of interprofessional education are to render
the delivery of services more rational by allowing for blurred or
combined roles, then resistances are bound to occur among various
professions. Arbuckle (1967), for example, ur^d an "ecumenical"
movement in the education of school psychologists, school social
workers and guidance counselors. Noting that the job descriptions
of tiiese personnel are very similar, he suggested a joint training
program and a new title, "School Counseling Psychologist.'' Such a

title would obviously be more acceptable to the author, a psycho
logist, than to a social worker.

A frank treatment of the irrplications of interprofessional edu
cation must at times leave the social worker wondering if such an
endeavor is in the best interests of his profession. Social workers,
it is pointed out, regard the discovery of social factors by the
medical professic^i as a mixed blessing (Rdrr, 1974):
These feelings of doubt are oompowided by their uncertainty
as to what their role and functions will be if the physician
should acquire both the competency and the wish to deal with
problems that have traditionally been considered social
work's turf. On the one handj they reject the definition
of social work as the 'conscience of the hospital'i on the
other handj they have difficulty in anticipating their
unique contribution to the exercise of a collective con
science [pp. 81-82},
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Responding to Practice Needs

In a recent article, Andrew (1974) reported an effort at a school
of social work to use a Delphi technique to forecast "die future needs

of social work practice. Participation in interdisciplinary treat-

nent teams was an itern with hi^ consensus anong the panelists, and

participation in interdisciplinary social planning was another pre
dicted task for MSW graduates in 1985. If such predicticn tools
have any acci^acy, the message is a mandate for the development of
interprofessional teans^rk skills for social workers.

It has already been suggested (Vigilante, 1974) that the MSV;

level should be one of supervxsion, consultation, and luoving into
innovative program areas. It is somev^iat paradoxical that the social
worker must learn to work better with other professions to prepare

hdjnself for modem practice and yet at the same time must prepare

to conpete with other professicns for the emerging opportuni
ties in human services professicns.

Certainly recent innovations in practice have again accentuated
the xnportance of preparing social worfcers for teamwork roles.

Com-

munity mental health centers have emerged in the last decade, and the
c^e has been made that social workers should be prepared in an inter
disciplinary fashion for mental health work (Handler, 1973; Blanchard
£ Felsenburg, 1972; Smith, 1974). Since Blanchard and Felsenburg
consider tlie ideal mental health team to be a democratic unit, they
suggest that social work educators should minimize the student's

dependency in the learning situation. Smith identifies psychiatry,
psychology, social work, and nursmg as the core mental health profes
sicns, and advocates a deliberately and carefully designed sharing
of learning experiences for students of these professional schools.
He cautions that irere permissiveness about shared electives or

arr^ging for students to be thrown together in field work or seminars

is insufficient. As he put it, "disciplinary proximity in learning
situations does not necessarily constitute interxiisciplinary training
Responsiveness to demands of practice does suggest the current
need for an enphasis on interprofessional teamwork in social work
education. The question remains as to vdietiier the social work
response would be separate for all the fields in which social workers

are enployed or be cast in a generic framework, or whether both these
approaches are needed.
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Examples of Interprofessicnal Education

A considerable and growing body of Literature is available

(Ascribing programs of interprofessional educaticn. Many such pro

jects involve social work students and faculty. Even when social
work students have not been involved, the e?^)eriences of other pro
fessional schools in arranging interprofessional learning experiences
have inplications for socicil work.

A ccamion form of interprofessional offering allots students
frcra different disciplines to form themselves into teams and

undertake some task, thereby learning both a subject matter of
coinnon interest and techniques of teaiiwork.

One such effort des

cribed recently. (Unn, Stein, Carter S Linn, 1974) arranged for
teams of a medical student, a nursing student, and a social vK>rk
stuctent to follow a geriatric patient upon discharge fixm a

nursing hcane. The student team begins work in the pre-discharge
planning phase and continues to offer primary care, with backup
from appropriate faculty. A similar concept (Eichenberger £
Gloca?, 1969) sent teams of students into rural Appalachian com
munities to make health studies.

In these instances the students

conmented favorably about the opportunity to engage in teamwork

while still students. Tanner and Soulary (1972) report similar
findings regarding team activity of medical, nursing and social
work students in a family clinic.

Student experience with team activity seems to help them
appreciate the interdependence of the various disciplines. This
was true in the case of an ambitious project (Smith, 1971) which

utilized stuients fron ten disciplines in a program focused on one
rural town. The students had the opportunity to recognize that
questions raised by a geographer might be airplified by a nurse or
a recreationist, or taken into a different tangent by a clergynan
or business expert. Another report of a student team effort

(Baktenica, 1970) organized student mental healtl"i teams in a school,
and encouraged the group to examine the total school and coimtunity
system. In this program, the preceptors wer^ more interested in
developing the team into a reference group than having the students
practice the tasks associated with their particular professicn.
This latter activity, in fact, was discouraged so the students
could develop a wider perspective.
An extensive ejq^erience with student teams is described in a
mcnograph by Eichhom (1973). Five teams of students, among them

social work students, were sent for a summer to five Appalachian
communities in unstructured situations where they were expected to
develop their own tasks. lk>st of the students experienced role
confusion and all went through a period of considerable crisis.
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The students arrived with ideals about denocracy and left with an
ability to differentiate their particular roles. The students and

ptroject coordinator concluded that the experience, althou^i painful
at tijnes, produced much learning and personal grxDv^.
Fosenaur and Pliller (1973) report a project in which nedical

and nursing students were foniied into teams and assigned a small
patient load fcr whom they delivered primary care. As the students
alrteiDpted to develop plans as a team, they encountered several dif

ficulties in defining their roles, taking joint histories, and plan
ning treatment jointly. The nursing faculty, in fact, had to develop
a special seminar to help nursing students define roles and develop
a history form for nursing use. Even so planning tended to be dcsninated
by the medical student or to take place alcng parallel and separate
l^es. One might ex^ct that social work students, plunged in a
similar interp^fessional program, would also need support from their
faculty to achieve satisfactory learning e>q)eriences.

L^rge-sc^e interprofessicaial education programs are in existence;
an ex^le is m Vancouver where ei^t health science schools, namely
medicine, nursing, dentistry, pharriHcy, rehabilitation therapy, and,

to a lesser extent, home economics, social work and psychiatry,
participate in an interdisciplinary program (Szasz, 1970). A series
of courses, workshops, weekend retreats, and other experiences ha\^

been arranged and evaluated. Szasz claims that he deliberately attempts

to arouse anxiety in the student about the incompleteness of his under-

standing of human problems to encourage interprofessional affiliaticns.
After several years of experience, the Vancouver program reports that
students respcxid positively to interprofessicnal learning v^en "they
understand its rationale, that electives and off-canpus programs are of
particular value ^^that the medical faculty and students were less sup^rtive of the effort than other participating schools, and nost
urportant perhaps, that the problem^solving modality seemed to be the
most effective type of learning e5q)erience.

An account of the nechanics of introducing an interprofessional
course (Yeawo^ £ Mijns, 1973) is detailed in a description of the

effort of m inte^isciplina^ caimittee to establish an offering on

sex educaticn. Viewing the introduction of a program as an "influence
system," the authors maintain that the success of the venture depends
CHI ''v^o is willing to expend influence on interdisciplinary education

mder what circumstances [p. 696]." In this example, the final form
of the course was dictated by a niimber of political trade-offs; the
medical school ccanmittee was willing to include nurses and social
workers to provide a better ratio of men to women, but since there

was no incentiye to include pharmacy students they were excluded. The
authors also cite the numerous practical ijipediirents to piinning even
one interdisciplinary course, including appointment of faculty, decision
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of the level of course naterial, and obtaining permissions for
students to be released fi?om other obligations for attendance.

While interprofessional education is increasingly thou^t
to be valuable and econoinical, it is also recognized as a threat
to the disciplines involved. L^ininger (1971), a strong advo

cate of interprofessional training, acknowledges that changing
the unidisciplinary values underlying the different curricula
would be difficult.

Yet she considers that the "linear-isolate"

model of education in the health professions is expensive and
perpetuates a status-bound delivery system.

Also coniiienting on the health field, an interdisciplinary
task force (Continuing Education, 1966) concluded that interpro
fessional continuing education is criicial and yet, unlikely to
succeed until faculties of professional schools begin forging
professional ties. The threatening nature of the subject is illus
trated by the report of a conference on collaboration of education

and social work (Beck, 1965). When it was proposed that social
WDrkers and teachers mi^t leam of each other by exchanging roles
for a short time with teachers making home visits and social
workers conducting classes, tJie conferees rejected this role-

assunption with dismay.

The suggestion was seen as a denial of

the need for professional training.
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Chapter III
OBJECTIVES FOR COMHETEInICE IN INTERPROFESSIONAL TEAMWORK

Indisputably social workers should be prepared for interprofes
sional team practice, but specifying the nature of that preparation
is difficult and ccntroversial. A curriculum design for social
work students can c^ly be made across a bridge of objectives. The
objectives, expressed as far as possible in behavioral terms, must
delineate the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for the
effective team practitioner. Once terroinal behaviors are identified,

leaining experiences suggest themselves readily and are only limited
by the instructor's imagination (Kane, V/oolley, 6 Kane, 1973).
Several organizing ideas underlie all the objectives suggested
in this chapter. First is the conviction that coiipetence for team
work can be approached generically in a school of social work and

need not be linked to a particular field of practice. It is apparent
from an examination of practice that social workers are enployed on
teams in a wide variety of settings j it is also true that the fields of
practice are blurring and becoming less distinct. I^reover, given
the possible collaborators any social worker might enjoy during his
career and the enormous number of combinations of professionals who
compose teams, it would be highly inpractical to educate the social
worker solely for a specialized practice setting or field. These objec

tives, then, are aiined at a general conpetence in team practice wliich is
transferule from field to field.

A seccnd organizing principle is that the objectives address pre
paring social work students to cooperate effectively with those of
other disciplines, but not to perform their tasks. It is appropriate
for a social work student to seek another professional degree either
simultaneously with or following his social work education; such a
student will be attempting to acquire more tiian one set of professicnal
conpetencies. But the responsibility within the social work program is
to prepare the student to function effectively as a social work practi
tioner on an interprofessional team.
An effort is mde also to link the objectives to what social workers

are required to do on the team. Social workers participate as team
imnibers and, less frequently, as team leaders. They should be prepared
to understand both roles.

Since social w:)rkers so often are involved

in screening and referral procedures they should develop a particular
expertise in these areas, breaking down the activities into the conrponents
of knowledge and skill required. And since evaluation of the interpro
fessional team is so necessary to tiie continued development of the
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modality, social workers should be able to meet at least tiie

kncwledge and attitudinal objectives around team assessment,
althou^ perhaps the specialized skills are not necessary for
all social workers.

Finally, "die objectives suggested here do not presuppose
that there is one formula for team organization and process
ti^t tile student should naster. Rather it is assumed that
different team structures and patterns are effective for
acconplishing different goals and that the student must leam

to make reasoned judgments about appropriate team processes

in given instances rather than sirrply to oonpare reality to a
learned ideal model.

Perhaps, in the past, a comfortable assurance has existed

tiiat teamwork skills are learned by the student during the course

of his field work assigpments.

prove as it is to disprove.

Such an assertion is as hard to

Certainly tiie practicum is the part

of the curriculum where experiences are le^t consistent from

stiodent to student. Depending on the setting and the field instruc
tor, tiie student may leam a great deal about interprofessional
teamwork as part of his field work, although the focus will
probably center around the particular professions enployed in
the agency. In other settings, the students may be ejiposed to
poor teanRork models or no models at all. This chapter does not
deal with the field w^rk dimension of education for teamwork,
but limits the discussion to the provision of a base for ^ii
students throu^ classwork curriculum. The various field settings

could then build upon this b^e in whatever specialized direction
was appropriate.

With these general provisos, some educational objectives for
ccfrpetent social work practice on teams are suggested below. In
most instances, they have a familiar ring and are already part of
the social work cu3?riculum in other contexts; this should make
their integration all the easier.
l^owledge Objectives

YhcMled^e of Group Process

The student should understand the way group process can be

utilized towards the achievement of group goals. He should have a
grasp of the issues of small group process (see Kane, 1975) including
individual behavior in the group, group norms, decision-making and
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conflict resolution in groips, leadership, COTraunication, and groi4>
harroony in relationship to productivity. He should understand the
stages of group development, an insist v^ch is part of the social
group work curriculum.

Problem-Solving Processes

An approach to problem-solving is also frequently built into
the social work education. In terms of teamwork, the student should

knew hew to fctmulate a problem, set goals and priorities, iirplement
tasks, and evaluate the achievement of the goals.
Evaluaticai

In terms of evaluation, the social worker may not need to under
stand all the nuances of research desigp, but he should know enou^
about the subject to understand the principles of measurement of
effectiveness in conparison with a control group. He should be able
to recognize the way results can be biased and have soine knowledge
of when one can draw conclusions from evidence. This knowledge is
especially necessary because the social worker must be able to document
the effectiveness of his profession's contribution to the team as well
as contribute to the over^l evaluation of the interprofessional venture,
Social Work Knowledge

It is assumed that the student who is con^jetent to practice in
an interprofessional team has mastered the knowledge objectives
required of the social work student, so that he is capable of per
forming his ownfunctions effectively. He should be able to articu
late the contribution that social work can make to a given prdDlem
and to understand when social work has no appropriate solutions.

More specifically, since social workers are often at the doorway
of the team, ushering clients in and arranging discharge or referral
(Kane, 1975), the social worker should understand these processes.
Both call for marshalling relevant data and making conclusions based
on evidence. Both call for knowing how to engage other persons on
behalf of the client and for knowing what other professional skills are
needed as well as what resources are available in the ccanmunity to
support the team.
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C3iaracteristics of Professional
Groups

The social woiicer should understand the nature of prx^fessions and of evolving professions; he should recognize concerns
and needs which might arise v^ch are periphery to the team's
function. These include concepts of status, power, 3X>le

clarity and role-gratification. The social worker should recog
nize that incongruities between role expectations exist on
interprofessional teams, and should know what some of these

incongruencies tend to

in regard to the social work pro

fession.

The social worker needs some knowledge of the attributes and
skills of the collaborating disciplines on the team. Rather than

approaching this knowledge in a rote-fashicai throu^ memorizing
lists of attributes, the student should know how to acquire the
n^ormation he mig^t need about any given professicn with whom he
might have occasion to work cn a team.
Organizational Structure

The student should understand how the administrative organi
zation of the team affects the team processes. He will require
sore knowled^ of basic administrative concepts such as line and
staff authority and delegation of responsibility.

The student should also understand the levels of practice

within his own profession and the functions and skills of par^professicnals. Increasingly paraprofessionals of different disciplines
serve along with the professicnal on the interprofessioial team and
the social worker should be prepared to suggest the tasks of each.
Khavledge of TeaixMork

A growing literature on team processes themselves is available.
The student should have enou^ familiarity with this body of know
ledge to know that various team models do exist and the rationale

for their use. For example, the student should probably be able
to knew the difference between a coordinate and integrative team

(Horwitz, 1972).

It is not s^Jggested that the student approach

any one writer on teamwork as an authority or a textbook, but
that an exposure to the team literature be provided. Some of the
theoretical writings on teamwork have been included in the
annotated bibliography appended to this monograph.
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Skill Objectives

Separation of knowledge and skill objectives is rather diffi
cult; for each properly acquired segrnent of knowledge, a corres
ponding skill should develop. It is assuined, noreover, that the
social work student will iraster the skills required of the graduating
socxal worker. V/itii these abilities to corrmunicate, to interview,
to enpathize, and to analyze, the social worker should have in his

re^toire anple skills for facilitation of the team process. Sone
skills particularly pertinent to effective teanworfc are isolated
below.

Group Process Skills

The student should be able to utilize group process effectively
to help the team move toward its goals and to help achieve his own

goals within the team. He should be able to facilitate the partici
pation of others, recognizing when meiri>ers are withdrawing ftxan the
group or dominating it. He should be able to articulate his own
gpals and help others articulate theirs. Wrien serving as a leader
he should be able to bring out skills of others and help the group
reach consensus when possible or resolve conflict openly when agree
ment is not possible.

Camiunication Skills

As an iirportant part of becoming a facilitator on the team, the
social worker must be able to coirmunicate clearly and accurately. He
mast be able to present information to a group, express feelings,
listen accurately, give and receive feedback. He should be able to
ccmnunicate without jargon, moreover, so that he can be understood by
those of all disciplines.

l^ritten communication is almost as ijiportant as verbal ccannunication. He should be able to express himself clearly and succintly in
writing and have sufficient grasp of record-keeping skills that he
can contribute to the team deliberations about appropriate shared
recording.
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Attitudinal Objectives

Self-Confidence and Self-

Respect

The student should feel ccnfident in his own ability as a
professional and a person. He should believe that he has a
contribution to nake to the team. Without this security, he-is

unlikely to be an effective contributor to an interprofessicaial
team.

Respect for and Confidence
in Others

As well as respecting his own ability, the student should
respect the abilities of the other professionals with whom he works.
He should recognize that others with a different training and dif
ferent approaches to problems are similarly motivated to serve the
clients. He must be sensitive to and accepting of the fact that
different professionals solve problems in different ways and accept
"tiie need of others for recognition and self-esteem.

VJillingness to Share and to
Trust

The effective teamworker must be willing to share a task. He
must also be able to trust his professional colleagues. It is ex
pected that the social worker on the team will accept and represent
social work values and ethics. At the same tiire, he must be able
to interpret values such as confidentiality in such a way that he
does not belittle and distrust his teammates with information about

the client or the problem.

Tolerance of Disagreenent

The teamworker must accept the inevitable conflicts inherent in
interprofessional teamwork and be able to work tcwaitis their resolu
tion without undue anxiety, frustration, or anger.

Flexibility

The interprofessional teanworker needs to be able to tolerate
a situation with a certain amount of ambiguity and change. The
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team situation is not controlled by a single profession, and teams
are created to evolve new solutions to difficult problems.

The

social worker on the team cannot be inflexible about his professional
role or about adhering to a particular routine.

Kesearch-Mindedness

The social worker should accept the desirability of testing
different interprofessional arrangements in terms of their effective
ness. He should welcome research and participate in it rather than
re^rd it as a threat to his team position.
Favorable Attitude Towards Intake
and Referral Rjncti.ons

At times social workers have regarded intake and referral func

tions as perfunctory and not involving a great deal of skill.

An

exanple is discharge planning and nursing home placement, often the
first function to be delegated to a social work paraprofessional.
In order to perform these tasks creatively and well, the social
worker should recognize their great ijiportance in terms of the life
of the client and appreciate the degree of skill and judgnent which
are involved in helping clients make wise decisicns. The social

worker should view these services as in^rtant, skilled, and worthy
of the professional social worker.

Learning Experiences

The above objectives are conpatible with social work objectives
in general and the content can be very easily integrated into the
curriculum. Interprofessional experiences with other professional
students from other disciplines are inportant and should be encour
aged, yet are probably more useful after an understanding of inter
professional teamwork from the perspective of one's own profession has
been achieved. This contention is supported by the experience of a
nursing school which arranged team experiences for medical and nursing
students (Rosenaur 8 Fuller, 1973); the authors discovered that it was
necessary to introduce special training for the nursing students alone
so that they would know how to function conpetently and confidently in
joint enterprises with the medical students. With some introduction
to team concepts and the social work contribution, the social work
student will be able to make better use of team ej^riences vMch may
occur during his field work education.
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Szasz^ (1970) observatioi that students learned about

teairwork best throu^ ppoblem-solving does seem pertinent. It
would be possible to arrange many learning e5^periences for stu
dents whicti involved a problem-solving dijiension. It would
also seem desirable to adhere to Bruner's (1960) emphasis on

discovery and to arrange educational e>iperiences v^ich permit
the students to discover for themselves the ingredients of
effective teairs^rk.

The desired terminal objectives suggest the learning exper

ience. To meet the goal of helping practiticners acquire the
necessary knowled^ of the attributes of other professions, a

task might be designed in which students drew the narre of a pro
fession and proceeded to discover what they needed to kncM to
cooperate with its representative. This could be aci^iieved by
interviewing graduates of that profession, scanning the profes
sional journals, and becoming aware of any role or status con
siderations that have been historically inportant to the

profession. The value stance of the profession could be examined
as well as the characteristic approach to human problems.

To assist a student in achieving the goal of clear, jargon-

free connnji^catLcn, he could be asked to translate socii work

materials into readily understood language. Oblique ways of
interprofessional coiununication have been described (Stein, 1967);
these could be examined for their effectiveness and alternative
modes suggested.

Students could be asked to analyze reports of interprofes
sional practice in order to assess tlie conmunication process, the
leadership patterns, the extent the task fccus was shared, and
the medianism to evaluate effectiveness.

A nuni>er of accounts of

team practice are described briefly in the appendix. Students
could utilize the materials to critique both team process and also
social work role.

The accounts of teanwork in action, annotated in the appendix,
were not generally written with the primary purpose of explicating
teanMDrk. They therefore offer "tiie student an unobtrusive glinpse

into the mechanics of team practice.

Exan^les are included v^ch

give substance to many theoretical issues. Should the client be
a laember of the interprofessional team? Should an organization

based on teans^rk retain professional departments? Were paraprofessionals utilized effectively on the team? Is an interprofes
sional mana^irent team effective in monitoring teans in the field?
Similarly, the student can ask whether the social worker was

applying social work ]<nowledge, skills and values appropriately.
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Was he maJcing a unique contribution to the team? Could the social
worker have suggested a different role for himself or different
team processes?

Role-playing is a ready technique to dramatize teamwork situa

tions and incidents in the classroan,

Throu^ role-playing, stu

dents can practice entering empathically into the experience of a
member of another profession. Problem-solving skills for the inter
professional team can also be introduced throu^ experiential

exercises. A class mi^t approach the problem of reformulating

team goals and activities to meet new circumstances by forming mock
teams and generating appropriate new solutions. One objective is to

help students a^uire a flexible attitude towards their professional
role vdiile retaining a firm grasp cn the essentials in their pro
fession; this can be approached throu^ enactment of situations which
call for an innovative social work role definition. Similarly, ethical
dilemnas can be posed, allowing the student to discuss the application
of their professional ethics and values in the interprofessional team
context. Again the annotated bibliography in the appendix offers
ejauples which could be adapted for these purposes.
The difficulties in uniting practitioners with different
approaches and different skills is illustrated by the methods of
social work itself. Althou^ social workers share a frame-ofreference and a value base, sufficient differences exist between

social workers in direct service and in coirmunity organization that
conflicts inevitably arise in their collaboration; at the sane tiire

social work agencies are increasingly finding wisdcan in utilizing
"teams" of two or more social work subspecialists (BateiiHn, 1970;
Lcwry, 1970; Shubin, 1970).

Social work students are in an excel

lent position to perceive and e5q)lore the pitfalls of teanwork with
their own social work peers (Brieland, Briggs, Leuenberger, 1973),
and these insights can then be extrapolated to the interprofessional
context.

The social work student usually has first hand experiences with
task groups, throu^ participation in a field unit, a group presen
tation, a research group, or as a student representative to a faculty
conmittee. In such settings, he can observe the way in which the
group process and the organizational structure facilitates or hinders

goal achievement.

This learning is especially feasible if some sem

inar mechanism is planned to ensure that the student makes the appro
priate generalizations.

The learning experiences suggested here are only a sampling of the
possibilities which mi^t be utilized to help the student recognize
the essential aspects of team functioning and to acquire the desired
end behaviors. Since the state of understanding of interprofessional
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teamwork is still embryonic, the student may well assist in
developing knowledge for the use of the professicn. He

certainly would be more than a passive recipient. The organ
izing focus of behavicfral objectives is crucial, even though
these objectives are necessarily tentative and subiect to

change.

courses in interprofessional teamwork are desir

able, the concepts are familiar ones which appear in oliier

parts of the curriculum; connections could be made quite
readily and a theme of interprofessional teamwork might run
thro\^ the entire course offering. In the behavior classes,
for instance, the student is usually exposed to role tlieory,
and these concepts, usu^ly applied to marital and family roles,
are relevant to prafessional roles. The student is expected to
i^derstand sorrething about hunan UDtivaticn and the way that
memal and environment^ forces combine to shape behavior,

to^ntly the student utilizes a "systems approach" to analysis

or behavior; such a stance is useful for understanding the teamprofessicn-agency-client-ccmitunity configuration as an open
system.

^

pie administration coiorses introduce concepts of efficiency
and erfecti^^ness, program evaluation, objective-setting,
planning to reach ^)als, coiBnunicaticn, and organizational struc
ture; all these ideas are ijiportant for the team practitioner,
fesea^ courses offer the rudiments of design, and lately, have

highli^ted evaluation research as an iir^xDrtant concern for the
practitioner. Social work nethods courses usually enphasize
ccxmrjunicatioi skills, another iirpDrtant ingredient of effective
teamwork.

The relev^ce of group work content to interprofessional
team practice is evident.

The team practitioner needs to

understand about group forroation and recognize the ways in which

grxxip rK)rTOs can affect individual behavior. The group work

literature has particularly developed materials around stages

of group development (Bernstein, 1365; Vinter, 1965) which have
great pertinence to the interprofession team. In general, the
grai^ work courses should be rich in content relevant "to effec

tive team leadership and team participation. The group worker
who applies his knowledge of group dynamics should, in fact,
be particularly capable of filling the leadership vacuum that
often exists on the team.

The materi^ related to effective teanwork, tiien, is not
an exotic, foreign f^ric; tl^ principles are alreacfy woven into
the social work curriculum and applied to client and community
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contexts. Yet, despite the homespun familiarity of tiie ideas,
the subject of teairwork cannot be ignored; students will not
autonatically transfer principles of organization, co-Tiniunication
and group management to the interprofessional team.

The educa

tional systems of the various professions must reinforce "die
urportance of working at teamwork by affording the topic some
curricular inportance.

The natter of reinforcing behavior througji curricular en5)hasis
is not a trivial consideration. When professional students, what
ever the discipline, find their teachers enphasizing the need for
teamwork skills and giving attention to the process of practicing
effectively in a teanwork context, they will also attach sifjiifi-

cance to tiie subject. If teamwork is ignored in the fonral curricu
lum, at the very least students will receive reinfcapcenent for the

opinion that there are no particular challenges to working on the
interprofessional team. If he has given no prior consideration to
teanwork as a difficult and skilled process, the new practitioner
is likely to blame conflicts and miscoriffnunications on his teammates.

The professional student needs to be taught the inportance of
examining teanwork as a process and understanding his own contribu
tions to its success or failure. It is, therefore, preferable to
jmtroduce the subject with all its uncertainties and unanswered

issues th^ to allow students to enter the professional world without
even realizing that there are questions to be asked about interpro
fessional teamwork.

RAK/eb
10/75
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APPENDIX

.

m ANNOTATED BIBUOGRAHfif OF
TEAOiING M^ilERIALS

tost of the references annotated here were drawn fmn
periodical literature describing teams at work. The criteria

for selection include illustration of some points of team organ

ization or pracess and representativeness of the wide nunber of

fields in vdiich teanwork is practiced as well as the trends
apparent in team practice today. An effort was mde to select

ar^cles that mi^t r^se questicns and stimulate discussion arrong
students, or sho^-j social work students performing unusual or

unfamiliar roles.

The references are listed alphabetically. At the end of the
a key is provided to indicate the particular team

^eme(s) illustrated witiiin the article and the field of practice

from which it is drawn. The key is interpreted as follov^;

GP = groi^ process

SW = social work role

_

PR - professional roles in
general

OR = organizaticn of team

h = health

m= inantal health
c - corrections
e = education

w = welfare

EV = evaluation

A few v^rks are included which do not describe a team but

rather attempt a theoretical formulation about interprofessional
teanwork. These are indicated by an asterisk.
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Abrains, G.

Defining milieu therapy. Archives of General Psvchiatrv,

1969, n, 553-560.

GP, m

In the au^or's conception of milieu therapy there is a
belief that patients have more contact with other patients than
cto staff members and, therefore, should help dispense treatn^nt.
The autiior indicates the nuniber and type of staff msetings he
considers essential. These include (1) a daily canmunity meeting
with all staff and all patients, (2) a weekly team neeting inclu
ding the psychiatric resident, his supervisor, the social worker,
the nurses, an occupational therapist and 6-8 patients, (3) a
weeJd.y_t^ planning meeting without the patients, (4) weekly
sensitivity sessions for the staff, and (5) a weekly policy com

mittee ireetijig.

Tlie latter group includes "tiie ward director and

representatives of each of the occi^jational groups. As a processoriented account of teamwork, this article is very useful.
Abrams, H. The role of "tiie social worker in relocation for enployment.
Social Casework, 196B,

475-480.

SW

An interprofessicnal team consisting of social worker, psycho
logist, and rehabilitation counselor is described with rather clear
discussion of the divisicn of roles between 1JTe social worker and
the counselor. The purpose of the team was to assist hard-core

unenployed individuals to relocate to urban areas and hold jobs there.
Data were collected to show what kinds of clients were successfully
relocated after a cne-year follow-up.
Adamson, J. A modified team approadi for the evaluation of children
with moderate or greater mental retardation. Cbmnunity Mental
Health Journal, 1969, 5, 476-481, SW, EV, m.

Describes a diagnostic team approa^ to evaluation of cJiildren
in teme of possible placement in one of the state facilities.

Because of the relative availability of psychologists conpared to
social workers, the modified team used psychologists and pediatri
cians in roles traditionally reserved for social workers and
psychiatrists.

The social worker served as a consultant and

enga^d in direct activities around child placement. The staff
made inroads into the waiting list, finding that only 5% of patients
reqi^red a full evaluation after work-up by the partial team. The
article also demonstrates an effort to forge criteria to determine
fcr which patients this less conventional approach was appropriate.

Albini, J.

The role of the social worker in an experinental ccsnmunity

mental health clinic.
111-119, SI-J, m.

Comnunity Mental Health Journal, 1968, 4,

Describes a novel role for a social worker as part of a denonstraticn project team.

The social work skills are used for the

unfamiliar purpose of recruiting and maintaining a sajxple in order
to test vdiether schizojiirenic patients can be maintained in the
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comnurLLty with public health nurse visits and, in sone cases,

drugs. After patients were hospitalized, the social worker
persuaded the families of those rwidcmly selected for the
experimental groxjp to take the patients back into the hone
under team care.

Ashley, C., Fisher, C. S Hanson, P. A matemal and infant care

project, Lutheran Social Vtelfare Quarterly, 1970,

24-33, EV,h
In an area with hlg3^ prematurity and low acceptance of pre

natal care, a team effort was made to reduce preiiHture births.

Evaluation indicates that prematurity rate and incidence of hypoglycemia did decrease. Consumer satisfaction is evidenced by
dramatic changes in number seeJclng care earlier in the pregnancy.
Dental care was introduced to a previously dentist-resistant
population through careful teamwork.

Baktenica, N. Amultidisciplinary training team in the public
schools. Journal of School Psycholo.?>^ , 1970, 8, 220-225, GP,e

A team of sti^ents frcm psychology, psychiatry, special
education, educational administration, social work, early child
developnent and counseling, along with their preceptors, atteirpt
to establish mental health services in a school.

One student

becomes team coordinator and an effort is made to establish the
te^ as a reference group. Training objectives and service

objectives are distingi^shed. Students are discouraged from

performing tasks associated with tJieir own discipline but instead
try to understand the school and ti^e ccffiummity as a system.
Author suggests that this kind of training team might evolve
into an appropriate model for establishing positive mental health

services in a school setting.

Banta, H. D. & Fox, R. C. Role strains of a health care team in a
poverty ccmnunity.
PR, h.

Social Science and ffedicine, 1972. 6. 697-7??.
—

Interprofessional teams of physicians, nurse and social

worker were based in a housing project in a black nei^ibariiood.
Ihe attitudes of the team members were carefully assessed, re
vealing considerable role strain. The conflict was most overt
between the public health nurses and the social workers. The
extra-team supervision of the social workers was cited as a

barrier to teamwork by the nurses, but more inportant, the
nurses and social workers were critical of each other's basic
approach to the client.
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Beloff, J. 6 Karper, M.
utilizaticai.
219, 359-366.

The health team model and raadical care

Journal of the Anerdcan ^fedical Association, 1972,
EV, h.

Ihe purpose of this team was to demcnstrate that the organizaticn of health services influences patient behavior.

The team

included physician, social worker, nurse, dietician and health
aide. The article presents data recording the number and kinds of
contacts which each team meirber naintained with the patients so

"tiiat differential use of persc^inel is documented.

Eventually the

number of contacts initiated by the physician dropped.

Blum, H., Wahl, F., Lemsn, G., Jomlin, R. & Kent, G.

The multi

purpose worker and the nei^Tborhood multipurpose center.
Journal of Public Health, 1968, 58, 458-468.

American

PR, w.

"Health and well-being services" formerly delivered by the^

county health departuent, the welfare department and the probation
department are provided by a single agency with plans for absorbing
rehabilitation counseling, irental health and school guidance also.

The authors take the position that the ideal worker is a generalist.
rallgyj "prinery counselors," they may be of any background with social
wor^ and nursing frequently represented.

The primary counselors

coordinate services for the client, but never relinquish a case to

another worker. Althou^ team members pick 1:55 skills frcim each
other, essentially this is an antiprofession, anti-team approach
and the article offers a rationale for such a system.

Brx^dy, E., Cole, C. 6 Moss, M. Individualizing therapy for the
mentally inpaired adult. Social Casework, 1973, 54, 453-461,
GP, EV, m.

A team effort to demonstrate that brain-damaged elderly patients

can nake behavioral gains. The multidiscipline effort is coordinated

by a social worker with all professions p^icipating in takii^_ base
line measurements and determming tiie degree of "excess disability''

over and above physical damage vSiich existed for each patient.
Through assignment of the excess disabilities to various professions
and a coordinated approach, gains were made, particularly with
aggressive patients v^o were hard to rfonage. After the experim^t

ended, the patients regressed to -aieir former level of functicning.

Brunetto, E. £ Birk, P. The priinary care nurse—the gener^ist in
a structured health care team.
1972,

785-793,

American Journal of Public Health,

OR, EV, h.

A priirary care nurse is the leacter and pivotal person in a
health care team. Diagraraatically, the nurse is shown in the
center with the social work and nutritionist consi^tants on one
side serving directly and indirectly and the physician consultants
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cn the other side doing the same. . IWo kinds of paraprofessionslG
serve on the team; one set assists tlie social personnel and tho

nurse in the community and the other assist the physician and
the nurse in the eludes. The teams are shown to have capacity'
to treat more patients than a physician working alone.

The

authors extrapolate the model to the whole of the Ihited States
to deterndne the additional personnel needed to muster this
team approach as conpared to the additional physician person

nel needed to serve the same number of patients on the basis
of an average four patients visits per year.

Chess, S. 8 Lyman, M.
pediatric clinic.
77-85.

A psyciiiatric unit in a general hospital
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1969,

SW,

A complete restructuring of roles of the traditional child

guidance team is described.

Purpose of team is to provide

psychiatric coverage for the pediatric clinics of Bellevue Hospi
tal in New York.

Team managed to meet referrals in minutes and

m^e quick dispositions. Roles were blurred so that all meirbers
did intake and therapy and the social worker was no longer the
Cffily team menber to coimiunicate with outside agencies.

Cokin, M., Calligan, E. 6 Ferrer, R. Helping parents in a pediatric
clinic.

Child Welfare, 1971,

504-511.

SW, h.

A pediatrician and soci^ worker have developed a "nedical-

social clinic" for patients with no apparent organic problem.
Reversing the usual roles in a iiBdical setting, the social worker
leads out in the team, makes the first contacts, introduced the

patient and parents to the physician and remains present' during
the physical examination. Acceptance of this process among
patients is hi^ and data indicate that parents accept the recom
mendations and scsie children respond dramtically with syii5)tan
alleviation.

Initial contact with social worker instead of

physician was accepted by the parents.
Cortazzo, L., Bradtke, L., Kirkpatrick, J. £ Rosenblatt, K. Innovaticais to inprove care in an institution for tiie mentally
retarted. Children, 1971,
149-154. OR, m.

Teams operated with -^e premise that no child was too re
tarded to ijiprove in functioning. Administrative structure in
the hospital was changed to become child-centered rather than
department-centered or profession-centered. Fonrer department
heads become an advisory interprofessional ccmnittee as a resource
to four treatment teams, which included teacher, social worker,
nurse, recreationist, psychologist and various cottage super
visory personnel. Previously unsuccessful staff members were

retrained to work with the severely retarded ''custodial" cases.
Children formerly considered hopeless iiiproved to the point of
enrollment in the regular school program.
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Ccwan, D. S Sharbaro, J.

1972,

FamilY-centered health care,

^fedical Care,

164-172. S\^, GP, h.
In an effort to offer family-centered, ccamprehensive health

care, teams tried different leadership patterns, public health
nurses were ineffective as leaders and finally leadership was

invested in a neig^iborhood aide under social work si^rvision.
A team approach was not always considered necessary, nor was it
always acceptable to the patient, but in about 40% of the cases,
a team approach was deemed essential.

The social worker was

responsible for forming a flexible team to meet the needs of the
particular patient.
This article also contains a fine review of efforts at team

delivery of primary health care.

Ccwin, R.

Some new dimensions of social work practice in a health

setting.

American Journal of Public Health, 1970, 60, 860-869.

SW, OR, h.

The role of social workers in a health center for child-bearing
women and their children is described. Professior^s and para-

professional are present in the social wor^ department and the use
of the latter is discussed. Social workers are assigned to teams
and function as generalists using all social work methods. Article
includes an Appendix which supplies guidelines to other team
members about when a referral to social work is appropriate.
Dahl, G.

Behavior nodification and the team approach.

Worker, 1973, Ml, 144-153.

The Social

SW, m.

A team approach in a psychiatric hospital developed for
patients with iimature personalities. Team members, namely
psychiatrist, psychologist, nurse, social worker, and occupational
therapists, strive to give consistent messages to the patient in
inplementing an operant conditioning plan. The social worker s\jsppovts
the team's plan, reinforcing the desired behaviors, and perfoiros
special tasks conceming diagnosis, family work and dischar^ plans.
It is eiTphasized that the usual social work technique of fonning a

therapeutic or supportive relationship with the patient is minimized
and not utilized at all in the early part of the regimen.
DeYoung, C.

Nursing's contribution in fanily crisis treatment.

Nursing Outlook, 1968,

60-62, PR, M.

A psychiatric nurse delineates her role on a crisis-intervention
team. As part of the nurse's special contribution she includes
(1) a comnunity orientation, (2) a family-centered focus, (3) sldJ.1
in ha-ie visits, (4) pharmacology knowledge, and (5) knowledge of
public health services and agencies*, the first three are often
considered social work attributes.

The author also describes an

effort to maintain affiliations with'her own profession throu^
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nursing schools and organizaticns. As the only woien cn the
team, she queries whether her role is as much due to her sex
as her professional affiliation.

Doeltz, D. & Adamson, D. Collatoration of diaplain and social
worker in hospital care. Social Casework, 1963, 49_, 410-417.
PR, h.
Advocates clear allocation of activities and coordination

between social workers and chaplains in hospitals. Chaplain
deals with churches in the coirmunity and social worker with

agencies.

T"ne fomer mobilizes failii and the latter mobilizes

resources.

Dunfortli, J., Miller, D., Day, A. S Steiner, G.
unmarried nothers:
3^, 59-64. GP, w.

Group services for

An inteixiisciplinary approach.

Qiildren, 1971,

An example of teamwork between public health nursing and
social group work in a group approach to unmarried mothers. Res
ponsibilities for leadership were shared witJi each professional
occupying prinary leadership for part of the meeting and assuming
a si4)portive role for the other part. Sessions were taped so
leaders could review

Objective consultation was also

sou^t from other mental health professionals around the inter
action of the two leaders.

Ebra, G. &Toth, J.
1972,

2-10.

Chronic henodialysis.

Rehabilitation Literature.

PR, h.

The team's purpose is total rehabilitation, including voca
tional of the dialysis patient and its mambership includes

physicians, psychologist, nurse, and rehabilitation counselor.
It is interesting that the psyohologist and rehabilitation
counselor together fulfill a social work function with the fonner

doing psychotherapy and the latter doing counseling in the home.
'^Eidihom, S. F. Becoirdnp;: The actualization of individual differ
ences in five student health teams. The Bronx, NY: Institute
for Health Team Development, 1973.
Tne author describes in detail the interaction of five :mter-

professional student teams whicli were asked to forge out their own
purpose and process in sunmer experiences in /^palachia. She
advances a model for conflict resolution on the interprofessional

team which she believes perroits individual differences and strengtiis
of the team rnen±)ers to emerge.

Elliott, A.

A grx5up treatment program for mentally ill offenders.

Crime and Delj-nguency, 1966, 3^, 29-37.

GP, c.

Description of a role-blurring- team for mentally ill offenders.

The team is comnitted to the therapeutic milieu and prefers groi^

modalities to individual tlierapy.

Team goal-setting is ei^loyed as

an effective way of preventing miscomnunication and ensuring that
the offender cannot manipulate the team.
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Ellwood, P. M. I-fedical rehabilitation—cliche or reality?
Welfare, 1965,
47-52, PR, h.

Public

Articulating a rehabilitatioi philosophy aiined at the whole
man, the author, a physician, advocates an interprofessional approach
with clear leader^ip exercised by a single person. As he puts it,
"Shared decisions may be psychodynamically satisfying for the team
but they may be therapeutical 1y disastrous for the patient."
Gerard, R. Institutional innovation in corrections. Federal Probation,
1970,
37-44. OR, EV, c.
At the federal Kennedy Youth Center in Morgantown, West

Virginia, a team approach is enployed, with all members belonging
to a single Case Management Department. Staff have developed a
typology of delinquent behavior to guide their work. Team leader
is a social worker and the youth is a member of his own treatment
team. Preliminaiy findings indicate that 81% of students find the
program helpful. Data are being collected on <1) post-release
adjustment, (2) program costs, (3) custody and control, and (4)
quality of life. The program will be conpared with other federal
youth centers which do not utilize this team approach.
Grass, C. 8 Umansky, R.

Problems in promoting the growth of multi-

disciplinary diagnostic and counseling clinics for mentally
retarded children in non-urban areas.

Health, 1971,

698-710.

Anerican Journal of Public

EV, h.

An effort to establish local teams to diagnose and treat
retarded children. Each team had f^ysician, nurse, social wca?ker
and psychologist as a nucleus. The article evaluates the first
four of these teams, coitparing them as to make-up, interaction and
effectiveness. The individual professional members were rated on
their ability to work in teams.
Gray, J. Hospital-based battered child team.
47, 50-52, OR, h.

Hospitals, 1973,

Careful planning is needed so hospital personnel can respond
appropriately in suspected abuse situaticns. Each team member needs
to know his role in advance and .hospital administration and legal
personnel should be cc^sulted. Clear communicaticn to comnunity
agpncies must be established in advance of a crisis by face-toface planning in v^ch key persons develop procedures for functioning
as a team. A process for admission of children without parental
consent was designed by pediatrician, welfare worker, welfare
lawyer and judge in this kind of personal prxDcess.
Gtregg, R.

Rehabilitation teanwork in an acute hospital environment.

Journal of Rehabilitation, 1966, 3^, 14-17, OR, h.
A team approach to facilitate rehabilitation of patients who
will return to rural areas. Team of physician, social worker.
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nurse, physical therapist, occupaticnal therapist, dietician,
and vocational counselor respoid each week to a referral pre
sented by various hospital services. Administrative arrange

ments haiper the work of the team. Team reports back to referral
source a week later, often after patient is discharged. Team*s
work is fragmented, its impact diffused. The services involved—

iiedicine, surgery, orthopedics, urology, plastic surgery and
neurosurgery—never developed interest or perceived the benefits
of the rehabilitation team.

Gritzka, K., Berfelz, K., £ Geissmar, R, An interdisciplinary
approach in day treatment of emotionally disturbed children.
Child Welfare, 1970,
468-477, OR, m.
In a Day Care Center for disturbed children, each child

has a team of nurse, therapist, teacher and occupational thera
pist—tlie therapist on the team may interchangeably be a
psychiatrist, social worker, or psychologist. In addition,
a larger group including a psychiatrist, psychologist, and social
worker meets regularly with the treatment team. The child's
parents often are included in team meetings. Article shows how
procedures for teanwork evolved and changed over tine.

Grynbaum, B. S Speare, E.
program.

Quality control in an urban anputee

American Journal of Public Health, 1965, 56, 1199-1204.

OR, h.

An interprofessional advisory committee developing standards
for an einpxitee service program in itew York City is exanple for

discussion of problems of quality control.

Ideal guidelines

drawn up call for an inter-professional team with physician, nurse,
occupational and physical therapist, social worker, vocatiaial
counselor, and prosthetist; regular team conferences and shared
records were required. Hospitals could not meet ideal standards,
but fifteen hospitals were improved and ten prosthetic vendors
identified.

This led to corrections of obvious abuses such as

time-lags between the prescription and delivery of the prosthetic
linib. The authors point out the difficulty in judging whether 15
centers are too many or too few or the right number since no data
are available on the extent of the anputee problem among indi^nt
New Yorkers. This is a good exairple of an interprofessional approach
to planning and standard setting.
Hart, R. S Hippchen, L.

Team treatment of Air Force offenders.

American Journal of Corrections, 1966, 2^, 40-45, OR, C,
The goal of the team was to return offenders to duty or

civilian life. The professional team included social worker as
leader, psychologist, vocational counselor, educator, and several
non-comnissioned officers.

The client "retrainee" was involved

as a team menber at all stages. Statistics of return to duty are
presented which canpare this system favorably to a former nonteam system.
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Hogan, C. S Campbell, C.

Team classification in federal institutions.

Federal Probaticn, 1968, ^j:;30^35, OR, c.
The centralized interdisciplinary classification connittee is

replaced by a decentralized te^ responsible for coordinating
rehabilitation plans, for a group of inimtes. Managerial personnel
in departments such as food services and business have been utilized
as leaders to inanage the process of the teams.

Hogarty, G., Goldberg, S. S the Collaborative Research Group. Drug
and sociotlierapy in the aftercare of schizophrenic patients.
Ardixves of General Psychiatry, 1973,
54-64, EV, m.
Study determines effectiveness of a sociotherapy known as Major

Role Therapy (MKT) singly and combined with drugs. MKT is offered
througli social caseworkers and rehabilitation counselors. Patients
were randomly assigned to four groups-, MRT and drug, l^IRT and
placebo, drug alone, placebo alone. The effectiveness of the drug
was remarkable but the MKT also had positive effect in lowerdng
relapse and rehospitalization rates if the therapy continued for
at least six months.

'^Horvdtz, J.

Interprofessional teanwork.

The Social Worker, 1970,

5-10.

This is an extremely helpful introduction to the study of
interprofessicnal teamwork. The author attenpts to identify the
variables which are inportant to interprofessional teairwcjrk, inclu
ding individual personality variables, team processes and structure
of the organization. He makes a useful distinction between "integrative" and "coordinate'" teams. The issue of maintaining identifi
cation with the primary profession as well as the team is discussed
here.

Jivoff, L.

Strokemabile,

Hospitals, 1971,

50-54, EV, h.

Describes a team headed by social worker and including physi
cal and occupational therapists, speech therapist, and orthotist.
Purpose of team was expert evaluation of the stroke patient and
stimulation of local interest and resources for stroke treatment.

Over tlie period of the project, the traveling team changed its
approach several times. Figures are supplied to document the
exposure of the communities, health personnel and patients to the
team, and some positive and negative reactions are listed. This
short paper illustrates the difficulties in evaluating the effec
tiveness of this kind of detached team which has both a direct
service function and an indirect educative one.
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Johannessen, J. S Fey, A. Team effort in the rehabilitaticxi of
laryngectcny patients.

Journal of the American Geriatrics

Society, 196H, 3^, 1073-1076, PR, h.
An exanple of a coordinate tearn, led by a physician, in

vMch each professional has a particular role in relationship

to the lar^nggctOTy patient.

The professicns tend to be

involved sequentially; the sp^ch therapist has a continuous

role, the occupational therapist teaches any illiterate patients
how to write iraiiediately before surgery, the dietician is
involved rigjit after surgery, and the social worker tends to be
active later in the recuperative period.

Johnson, M. The social worker and the chaplain in the general

hospital. Lutheran Social Welfare Quarterly, 1968, £, 36-43,
Article focuses on the relationship between chaplain and

social v/orker, enphasizing the need for trust between the two
professions. The chaplain is seen having a function around

guilt (i.e., real guilt), grief, and confusion about God's pur

pose. ^ Teamwork is not autonatic since clergy are educated to

work independently and social work education does net enphasize
collaboration with religious leaders.

Kahn, R. Stroke rehabilitation in general hospitals.

1971,

47-50, OR, PR, h,

Hospitals,

^

The Chicago Heart Association sponsored stroke teams in

general hospitals.

Teams consisted of physician, nurse and social

worker, each of whom functioned in an unusual role for the pr\>fessions.^ A central consultation team assisted the hospitals
in establishing their teams and rronitored their progress, with
drawing gradually as the teams became effective units on their
own.

"Kane, R. A.

Interprofessicnal Teamwork, Syracuse:

versity School of Social Work, 1975.

Syracuse Ihi-

Manpower Monosraph Number

Ei^t.
Interprofessional teanwork in social work is reviewed
historically. Teamwork is discussed in terms of role relation
ships, small group process, and evalioation of the effectiveness
of the interprofessional team. A review of accounts of 229 teans
located in the periodical literature was undertaken in orxier to

describe Interprofessional teamwork as it curr^tly exists in a
nunber of fields.

Keil, E. C. £ Berry, K. L. The vocational rehabilitation counselor
on mental patient treatment teams. Personnel and Guidance
Journal, 1969,
531-535, PR, m.
The addition of a rehabilitation counselor to the team

allowed a possibility of evaluating the iii^ct of this newest
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member.

It was found that other professions expected more voca

tional counseling of severely ill patients than the rehabilitation
counselor desired but approved less psychotherapy and job-related
counseling of less ill patients than the rehabilitation counselors
wished.

Kenp, C. J. Family treatment within the milieu of a residential
treatment center. Child Welfare, 1971, ^5 229-235, GP, m.
A higiily integrative team in a residential treatment center
context, consisting of a therapist (either social worker, psycho
logist or psychiatrist), a teacher, an occupational therapist, and
a child care worker (ei-^er nurse or institutional aide). The
entire team makes a home visit prior to admission during which the
teacher and o.t. visit the school and the others concentrate on

family. The team makes consensual decisions and si^ports the total
plan. Good results are reported under this system.

Kbvner, A. £ Seacat, M. Continuity of care maintained in familycentered outpatient unit. Hospitals, 1969,
89-94, OR, h.
In this conprehensive health program weekly team meetings are
attended by paraprofessionals and clerical staff as well as professicnal and roles are continuously clarified. Professional
affiliations are also nmntained throu^ a professional department
structure.

The effort was to develop a team unit small enou^ to

permit personal working relationships to form and large enou^ to
permit flexibility in providing continuous care.

Kumabe, K.

A prenatal clinic in a rural area.

Children, 1964, 11,

214-218, GP, h.

All team neiribers in this rural Hawaiian prenatal clinic shew

warm individualized attention to "tiie patients.

The atmosphere is

deliberately informal to counteract the populatico's mistrust of
clinics. Team nembers work at beconing a teamr-holding meetings
after each clinic. Data are presented to show tliat under this
system the patients tended to keep appointments, seek care early
in the pregnancies and follow their regimens faithfully.

Landreth, G., Jacquot, W. &Allen, L. A team approach to learning
disabilities.

Journal of Learning Disabilities, 1969, 2^ 79-87.

GP, e.

Three distinct disciplines, namely speech and hearing therapists,
reading teachers, and counselors cooperate in a clinic for learning
disabilities.

Authors attribute the success of the effort to a

shared ideology, conmitiiBnt to meeting and planning, acceptance to
each other's cai^^etence, and unwillingness to let team process break

down after a diagnosis is reached. This team attempts to involve
all disciplines in the treatnent phase and prevent any one from
predominating.
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Lievinson, R. £ Gerard, R. Functional uniirs;

A different correc

tional approach. Federal Probaticn, 1971, 37, 8-16, OR, c.
A prison reorganization left responsibility for planning
and ijiplementing rehabilitation prograns for a unit of 50-100
prisoners to decentralized teams. Each "team had a manager™

a generalist who may be a social.wca?ker, an educator, a mental

he^th specialist or a correctional officer.

Departments

which formerly held line autliority becarre a resource to the

decision-making teams. The authors believe that this chan^
led to lii^er morale among staff members but lower nnrale at

least temporarily among the hi^er echelon enployees who lost
their authority in the chain of comnand.

Lief, V. S Erotman, R. The psychiatrist and coimiunity mental
health practice.

Comnunity Kental Health Journal, 1968,

134-143, OR, m.

Describes a team with deliberate role-blurring; the psychi
atrist, social worker, psychologist and nurse are ^11 considered
"community mental health work:ers."

After the team reviews the

case initially, a team manager is selected for the particular
patient.

Livingstone, J.,_Portnoi, T., Sherry, N., Rosenheim, E., S Onesti,
S. Coiprehensive child psychiatry through a team ^pix>ach.
Children, 1969, 3^, 181-186, PR, m.
A highly process-oriented discussion of a child psychiatry
team v^ich conpressed tiie diagjiosis and reconnendaticns into a
3-hour series of sessions, observations, and conex:ferences with and about a given family. An effort is made to
preserve the skills associated with the original child guidance

professional roles, and the psychiatrist assumes responsibility
for synthesizing the diagnostic information into a meaningful
wliole.

Luckens, M. Developing total services capabilities in poison" infor
mation centers. Arrerican Journal of Public Health, 1972, 62,
ii07-410, PR, h.

~

A poison infonration center must attxHct a highly skilled
interprofessional team most of wham serve in a voluntary capacity.
To engage personnel in such an effort they must be convinced of
the value of their role. The author discusses roles of nurse,
social worker, librarian, and others. The social worker, it is
suggested, should ccnduct research into psychosocial aspects of
poisoning.
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^Luszki, M.

Interdisciplinary team research.

New York:

National

Training Laboratories, 1958.
A classical work on the interdisciplinary research team

which grew out of a NTL synposium. Luszki raises provacatively
many of the practical problems which occur because of different
frames of reference held by the different professions. Althou^
the work is directed specifically to interprofessional research,
nany of her points about team process and roles are applicable to
interprofessional practice.
I-fendlovitz, A. 8 Cohen, S.

Bringing abcut changes in staff knowledge,

attitudes and service in a hone for the aged.
Coiununal Service, 1968,

Journal of Jewish

246-259, OR, h.

A social group work consultant reorganized two wards of a home
for the aged into a team approach ;d.th the charge nurse of the
ward designated as leader. All personnel including aides, waitresses,
and housekeepers were included in the tean. The teams crossed
functional lines since the supervisors of social work, occupational

ther^y and dietetics attended the team meetings but ihe charge

nurse, with the help of the group work consultant, retained leader
ship.

Miller, R. & Kenney, E. The hospitalized adolescent: It is necessary
to segregate him firom adults. Crime and Delinquency, 1968, 1^, 245254, EV.

A team approach to providing day care treatment for disturbed
adolescents througji partial integration with adult programs.

The

evaluation procedure is especially iirpr^ssive. Prior to establish
ing the team, 100 patients were studied and thmccsr^sared to 100
patients in a new program.

Experimental group accepted more recom

mendations on discharge, were less often lost to follow-up, and their
families were more often involved in the program.

Damage of day care

facilities was less vdien adolescents mingled with adults.

Finally,

the program was efficient in terms of naximizing professional time.
Itorill, R. A new mental health services model for the caiprehensive
neighborhood health center. American Journal of Public Health,
1972, 62, 1108-1111, OR, h, m.

Article nekes a persuasive case for integration of health and
nental health personnel into a "primary health care team," One such
effort is described in which mental health personnel become inte

grated into a neighborhood health center rather than serving as
consultants to it. Authors believe that the nental health personnel
can treat on the basis of more accurate infomation, that the patient

does not feel the stigma of rental illness, and that they are better
accepted by health personnel.
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^b^se, J.

The goal of life-enhancement for a fatally-ill child.

Children, 1970,

63-68, GP, h.

Describes team activity during three years of care fcsr
one terminally ill child. The need for leadership to be
fimly invested in the physician is asserted and roles of
social worker, nurse, physical therapist and occi^ational
therapist are outlined. Goals were to enrich life of dying
child, assist parents with coping, and help other children
in hospital deal with the patient's death. The collaborative
, approach helped team members handle their own difficulty in
facing the patient's death.
New, P. K. An analysis of the concept of teamwork. CorranunityMental
Health Journal, 1968, 4, 326-333.
A sociologist's analysis of some of the dissonant features

of the team ideal as corcpared to team practice. New identifies
six assunptions about teairwork which have within them the dif
ficulties which give rise to cognitive dissonance among
practitioners.

PhiHppus, M.

Successful and unsuccessful approaches to mental

health services for an urban Hispano population. Airerican
Journal of Public Health, 1971,
820-830, GP, m.

An exarrple of an attempt to level professionalism; all
staff members on this role-blurring team were on a first name
basis and the term "senior staff member" was used to distinguish
the professional from the par^professicnal on the team.
Plutchik, R., McCarthy, M., Hall, B., & Silvenberg, S. Evaluation
of a ccraprehensive psychiatric and health care program for elderly
welfare tenants in a single-room occi^ancy hotel. Journal of
the American Geriatrics Society, 1973,

452-459, OR, EV, w.

An exanple of a multi-agency, multiprofessicaial team
established cooperatively by a welfare department, a nental
health center and various professional schools to offer conprehensive services in a large single-room occipancy hotel. An
interesting discussion of the difficulty in evaluating the pro
gram is included; because control groups could not be found,
researchers adopted the strategy of naking repeated measures of
the system over time.

Radzminski, S. F., e^
patients.

> Care and rehabilitation of the geriatrics

Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 1969, 17,

1134-1158, PR, m.

The team approach employed in a Veterans Administratico
hospital is described throu^ brief articles by meiribers of
eleven disciplines, namely physician, psychiatrist, social worker.
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nurse, psychologist, occupational therapist, physical therapist,
industrial therapist, recreation therapist, corrective tlierapist,
and director of volunteers.

Each describes his/her role in a

way that its distinctive features are apparent yet the inter
dependence of the professions also is lii^li^ted. Each team
nieirber attenpts to provide figures on how their skill is utilized.
Team morale in this setting is claiued to be hi^.

'-'^Rehr, H.

(Ed.)

Medicine and social work, New York:

PRODIST, 1974.

A report of a synposium on medicine and social work which
raises many issues about team practice in health settings. In
cludes discussion on education of nedical and social work students
fcQ? collaboration.

Richards, H. S Daniels, M. Innovative treatment roles and approaches.
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1969,
662-676, OR, m.
A fascinating discussion of the relationship between profes
sionals and paraprofessicnals on a team in which the paraprofessionals serve the clients directly and the professional members
facilitate the work of the nonprofessional.
Rogers, K., Mally, M. S ^fercus, F. A general practice using nonphysician personnel. Journal of the American Medical Association,
1968, 206, 1753-1757, S17, EV, h.

A general practitioner's services in a housing project were
augnented by an office nurse, a public health nurse, a social
worker, and a technician. Despite the unusual presence of the social
worker and the public health nurse, 1±ie population was served at
about the same cost as the doctor with regular personnel. Tables
display the breakdown of staff activities showing wliich cases are
under priinaxy responsibility of vAiich personnel. Social workers
took leadership only in cases with a psychiatric problem. It is
pointed out that the social worker's services, especially counsel
ing, tend to be time-consuming and costly coirpared to services of
other team members.

Schwartz, R.

Integration of medical and counseling services.

Per

sonnel and Guidance Journal, 1973, ^5 347-349, GP, m, h.
The counselor explains the rationale for placing his office
along with that of medical and nursing staff in a university health
center.

Sloss, J., Young, W., 8 Weinerman, R. Health maintenance in a prepaid
practice. Medical Care, 1968,
213-230, EV,h.
Article examines the cost of preventive services in relation
ship to their effectiveness in describing an experiment of a prepaid
group practice. Team services including a public health nurse.

t+7

social wGrker* and health educator were added for some patients
and this group was chared to a control
frcan the prac
tice inatched for seriousness of disease. Attenpt was to
determine whetiher the addition of tiiese services to the pre
paid practice would prevent serious illness and prove econcmically feasible.

Smith, E., Duncan, A., Shouse, J. and Brown, R.
maternity services:
208-213.

A team approach.

Adolescent

Children, 1971, 18,

GP, w.

—

A core team considered essential to ireet needs of teenage
mothers includes nurse, social worker, and teacher.

Each client

has such a team Vvtiich meets twice weekly and coirmunicates
daily, adding other personnel such as dietician, vocational
counselor, or occupational therapist as it seems indicated.

The client may select the way she wishes to use her 3-person
team, sometimes working with one member extensively and scrae-

tines utilizing the team members sequentially. Team members
strive to be flexible in tlieir roles and adapt to client
needs.

Smith, J. R. Study seeks to help fom future of rural towns.
Lutheran Social Welfare Quarterly, 1971, U, 54-57, PR, EV, w.
An interdisciplinary project involving students and pro
fessors from ten college departments, namely psychology, social

wcfrk, nursing, education, religion, recreation, politici.
science and economics, business, and geography.

The team's

effort was to prevent the decline of a rural South Dakota

coirmunity through conducting studies and acting as a resource
to a particular tcwn. Team also had an educaticffial purpose
for its members. Both purposes were met since the students
became enthusiastic about their cooperative work and the town
developed a number of programs in health, recreation and com-

mjnity planning as a result of student programs, surveys and
suggestions.

This excellent article illustrates well how the

knowledge and techniques of each of these disciplines ccn^jlement each other in an indirect, planning team.
Steele, S.

Who kncws Suzie?

Nursing Outlook, 1366, 14, 64-65,

GP,h.

In a conplete program for children with cerebral palsy,
the entire interprofessicnal team felt that Suzie's capacities
were limited and that parents were denying her disability by
insisting the child could nove and speak better at home. A
hone visit by a team member verified the parents* observations
and indicated that the child was less retarded than the team,
over the course of several years, had believed.

New plans were

HBde on the basis of inclusion of parents on the team.

This
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very brief article illustrates that an interprofessicnal team
may becx^me insular and fail to profit by insists that parents
and others outside the group my possess.

Stone, N. Effecting interdisciplinary coordination in clinical
services to "tiie mentally retarded.

American Journal of Ortho-

psychiatry ,1970, 40) 835-840, GP, m.

An excellent description of a team approach which combines
distinct professional skills with a cohesive, flexible team group.
Leadership is rotated among team merrbers and decisions are made
by the team. Comnunication is euphasized, however, rather than
equality.

Streeter, N. 6 Owens, W. E. Partners in ministering—a psychiatrist
and a pastor. Coimmity Mental Health Journal, 1970,
292-299,
PR, 6P.

A psychiatrist and a clei^gynan who often had occasion to work
as a team detail the laborious process through vdiich they became
effective collaborators. Attention is paid to theoretical similari
ties and differences between the two professionals, personality
factors relevant to the two individuals, and the value stance of

the professions. The necessary ingredients of their collaboration
are listed under the headings:

Process, personality and philosophy,

Vavra, C., Urbain, L., S Shaw, A.

Meeting the challenge of educa

tional care in heart disease.

American Journal of Public Health,

1966,

1507-1511, PR, h. ^
A team approach to counseling families of cardiac patients
and reinforcing a physician's reconrnendaticn. Althou^ prohib
ited from working directly with the patient, the te^, ^led by a
health educator and including a social worker and dietician,

accept referrals to work individually and in groups with relatives.
Most of the referrals are initiated around food iiHnagement and

then the focus expands to include psychosocial problems.

Vaughan, M.

Everyone gets into the act.

rections , 1970,

American Journal of Cor

6-12, PR, e, c.

A novel approach to delinquency deterence utilizes teams in

ei^t hi^ schools in a ccmmunity.

Personnel cn the teams include

the principal and assistant principal, social worker, nurse,
psychologist, a representative of Big Brothers, and a liaison
detective. Presence of a plainclothes detective in a school is
discussed and assertion is made that the detective is well-

accepted by students who sometimes prefer to confide in him be
cause he is less "shockable" than other team members.
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Vorzimer, J. S Katz, G. Tcwards coiprehensive ambulator care.
I'fedical Care, 1970, 76-81, OR, EV, h.
Prijnary health teams were established to address the
problem that patients in a congested urban area tended to
avoid out-patient clinics and use emergency room instead. A
seven-person team, including two physicians, two nurses, a
social worker , a nurses* aide and a medical secretary showed
they could provide continuous care to 5000 outpatients. Team

mejT^rs contributed to the same record v^ich was generally
typed to enhance ccramunication. Inappropriate use of emergency
roan dropped off after this reorganization.
Wang, V. S Bricker, A. J.
makers

A team approach to teaching blind home-

A home economist as meniber of the health team.

Anerican

Journal of Public Health, 1970, 60, 1910-1915, PR, h.
Article highli^ts role of home eccncffnists which is broad
and bears similarities to that of a social worker. Her expertise
is defined as "management of hunen and material resoiirces within

the ccffitext of the family. These include foods and nutriticn,
textiles and clothing, housing and household furnishings, family
econcanics, child development and family relationships."

Watanabe, S.

The developing role of occupational therapy in psychi

atric home service. American Journal of Occupational Therapy,
1967, n, 353-356, PR, GP, m.

The occi^ational therapist's role is hi^ili^ted and shows
similarity to that of social worker. For exanple, the o.t.

indicates that knowledge and use of conmunity agencies is part
of her expertise.

Team process involves a hone visit by social worker and
psychiatrist, followed by one from o.t. After team conference,
a prijiary therapist, either a social worker, nurse, or o.t. is
assigned full treatment responsibility, using others as con
sultants. The kind of patients generally assigned to the o.t.

are very depressed individuals or highly delusional schizophrenics.
Watts, S.

The modified later^ team in a psychiatric setting.

Social Worker, 1973,

The

136-143, PR, GP, m.

Author discusses lateral treatjnent teams which are ccn-

sensual and enphasize the group process. A policy team con
sisting of the senior department heads of each profession serves
to integrate the operations of the treatnent teams into the
hospital structure. The role of each profession is discussed in
context of the values that profession brings to the team.

The

social work role is handled in detail with a review of the

characteristics of the professions which militate for and against
effective teamwork.
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Wedl, K.

A therapeutic confrcntation approach to treating patients

with fictitious illness. Social Woric, 1971, 16, 69-73, SW, h.
A team approach to treating fictitious illness throu^ con

frontation followed by support and therapy.

The team of physician,

psychiatrist, social worker, and nurse acts in concert.

The

social worker's role is narrow and distinct and consists of

offering support to the patient during the tijiie that his fictitious

illness is ejqxDsed and he is urged to accept "flierapy from a
psychiatrist.

Weinstein, B.

The parent counseling ccnference.

Rehabilitation

Literature, 1968,
233-236, GP, h.
The team, including physician, psychologist, social worker,

physical, occupational and speech therapists and teacher, diagnose
and treat disabled childi^. A process has developed whereby
the team meets as a total groi^) with the parents to ccaivey its
findings. Prior to the parent conference the team has a "preconference meeting" to discuss its strategy.

Weisman, G., Feinstein, A. S Claudevrell, T.
ticsi—a model for intensive intervention.

Psychiatry, 1969,

Three-day hospitalizaArchives of General

620-629, GP, m.

The team attempts to offer an intensive three-day hospitaliza-

tion followed by one month of out-patient help. A highly integrative approach is used with sensitivity training for staff and a high
staff: patient ratio.

The psychiatrist leads the daily team meeting

but each team member including the aides leads treatment teams for
particular patients. A deliberate effort was made to have the team
represent a range of social, educational, and racial backgrounds
and therapeutic styles so "diat, in the course of the barrage of

multiple interviews that characterize the method, the patient mi^t
find a person to whom he could readily relate.

Williams, J., Dudley, H. £ Guinn, T.

Use of day treatment center

concepts with state hospital inpatients. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1969,
748-752, EV, m.
Team espoused a "reintegrative approach" to mental illness

througja educational, recreational, occupational and psychotherapies.
The evaluation procedure is of particular interest.

A random strati

fied sajTple (matched on three variables) was assigned to the special
Day Care Center program with the control group assigned to the regular
ward.

Outcome measurements included length of hospitalizaticn, dura

tion of post-discharge nmntenance in the conmunity and scores of
various tests.
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Willianis, T, F., Hill, J,, Fairbank, M. 6 Knox, K. Appropriate
placement of chronically ill and aged.

Journal of the Anericari

Medical Association, 1973, 226, 332-335, EV, h.
A team was introduced to demonstrate canprehensive evalua
tion of elderly patients for appropriate placement at the correct

level of chrOTic care. ^ Prior to formation of this EvaluationPlacement unit (E-P unit), a nurse and physician team with a

hi^ degree of inter^rater reliability, had shown a large number

of inappropriate placements were being made. The effectiveness
of "^e E-P unit was evaluated by an assessment team which

reviewed its placements in compariscn to another placenent to
the same home. The evaluation unit was blinded to which place

ment was made by the E-P unit.

The placements of the Unit,

consisting of a team of physician, psychiatrist, social worker,
nurse, and rehabilitatiCTi counselor, were shown to surpass the
control group and the results of the previous study.

*Wise, H., Beckhard, R., Rubin, I. 6 Kyte, A. Making health teams
wrk.

Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1974.
A theoretical treatment of teanwork which grew out of tJie
efforts of the ^brtin Luther King Neigjiborhood Health Center in
New York to force effective interdisciplinary units. IWo of the
authors are among tJie management consultants who helped the
organization achieve its goal. A strong argument is advanced
for the ccMicept of team manager who is responsible for advancing
the team process. Professional departments are considered dys
functional , and the team managers envisaged as having a line
relationship to the director of the organizaticn.

The authors

are also ccfiimitted to training a team as a unit to function
together.

Yedvab, D. £ Schmidt, E.

Patient identificaticn with I-SPY health

program. _ Msdical Care, 1973, n, 52-58, OR, EV, h.
Basic team for delivering pediatric services included the
physician, social worker, nurse and family health worker, with
other specialists utilized as needed. Team met at end of each
day to review patients seen. The evaluation focused on consumer

satisfaction throu^ bilingual interviews in patients' hcares.
Finding that 70% of group saiT?)led named I-SPY as their main
source of primary care and most could recall their doctor's

name but could not recall the name of doctors in other programs,
the authors concluded that team was meeting its goal of pro
viding continuous, personalized health care in this Icw-income
area.
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
MANPOWER MONOGRAPH SERIES

1. Using Teams to DeliverSocial Services by Robert Barker and Thomas Briggs,
44 pp. (1969)
2. Social Work Manpower in Mental Health Programs, edited by Thomas Carlsen,
forward by Mrs. Ruth Knee and Dr. Allen Miller. Contributors: Walter Beattie
Jr., Robert Barker, Thomas Briggs, Thomas Carlsen, Lester Click, Margaret
Hoffman, Milton Wittman, 41 pp. (1969)
3. Educating the Undergraduate for Professional Social Work Roles by Robert
Barker, Thomas Briggs and Dorothy Bird Daly, 11 pp. (1971)
4. Research on the Complexity Responsibility Scale: An Approach to Differential
Use of Hospital Social Work Staff in the New York State Department of
Mental Hygiene by Thomas Briggs, Donald Johnson and Ellen Lebowitz, 77 pp.
(1971)
5. The Team Model of Social Work Practice, by Donald Brieland, Thomas Briggs
and Paul Leuenberger, 55 pp. (1973)
6. Social Work Departments in University Hospitals: Some issues in Manpower

Utilization by Jules Schrager, 30 pp. (1974)
7. Innovative Projects in School Social Work Practice, Volume I, edited by Neal

Bellos, Gerald Gross and Joseph Steiner, 164 pp. (1974)
8. Interprofessional Teamwork by Rosalie A. Kane, forward by Milton Wittman,
86 pp. (1975)
9. Training for Teamwork: With an Annotated Bibliography of Teaching Materials
by Rosalie A. Kane (Scheduled for Publication in 1975)
10. Innovative Projects in School Social Work Practice, Volume II, edited by Neal

Bellos, Gerald Gross and Joseph Steiner (Scheduled for Publication in 1976)
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

The following two volumes are the final reports of a national curriculum building
project conducted under contract with the U.S. Veterans Administration.
Undergraduate Social Work Education for Practice: Volume I A Report on
Curriculum Content and Issues edited by Lester Click. Contributors: Herbert Bisno,
Cordelia Cox, Kay L. Dea, James R. Dumpson, Donald Feldstein, Lester Click,
Gerald Gross, Claire R. Lustman, Benjamin H. Lyndon, Margaret B. Matson, Mereb
E. Mossman, Marguerite V. Pohek, John M. Romanyshyn, Zelda Samoff, Simon
Slavin, Richard Steinman, Joseph L. Vigilante, Thomas H. Walz, Emest Witte, 308
pp. (1972).
Volume II Manpower Research on the Utilization ofBaccalaureate Social Workers:
Implications for Education edited by Robert Barker and Thomas Briggs. Contribu
tors: Claire M. Anderson, Mary R. Baker, Robert Barker, Thomas Briggs, Thomas
Carlsen, Dorothy Bird Daly, Margaret Daniel, Michael Herrera, Margaret Hoffman,
Donald E. Johnson, Virginia Karl, Ellen P. Lebowitz, Leonore Rivesman, Fred

Wight, 109 pp. (1971)
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